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ON CAUCHY nz-FORMULA

Abstract

In the paper the notion of nz - integral is introduced and by its means the
Cauchy nz - integral is determined. The analogue of the Cauchy theorem is
proved in this case. These results generalize the known classic results.

Recently, in connection with solutions of some classes of elliptic systems of equa-
tions by functional analytic methods, there is a great interest to generalization of
the Cauchy theory in this or other direction. Concerning these matters one can see
the papers [1-8]. The idea is to generalize the Cauchy-Riemann condition and then
the Cauchy theory in the proper way. Apparently, I.N. Vekua [9], L. Bers [10], A.
Douglis [11] first used these ideas. Three-dimensional analogues were considered by
A. V. Bitsadze [12]. Further developments were made in the papers [13;14].

In the present paper, the notion of nz -number is introduced and then the nz

-plane is analysed. The analogue of the Cauchy theorem is proved. The Cauchy
nz-formula is established.

1. nz−plane. nz−derivative. Let L (X) be an algebra of bounded operators
acting from the Banach space X to X; L (X) ⊃ n be a class of nilpotent operators;
C be a complex plane; R be a real axis.

Take the pair (n1;n2) ∈ n × n and to each complex number z = x + iy ∈ C
associate the operator nz = zI + xn1 + iyn2, where I ∈ L (X) is a unit operator.
nz has the inverse in L (X) iff z ̸= 0. The notion of nz -derivative of the function
f (·) ∈ L (X) (or f (·) ∈ X) is determined by the expression

df

dnz

def
≡ lim

∆z→0
n−1
∆z∆f (z) .

The notion of nz - monogenic, nz - analytic function are determined similar to the
classic case. The Cauchy –Riemann nz - condition takes the form

(I + n1)
−1 ∂f

∂x
= −i (I + n2)

−1 ∂f

∂y
(1)

or
∂f

∂nx
= −i

∂f

∂ny
, (2)

where nz = x (I + n1), ny = y (I + n2).
The function f is called nz -differentiable in z if ∃A, B ∈ L (X) (or X):

∆f = ∆xA+∆yB + o (n∆z) ,

where
∥∥n−1

∆zo (n∆z)
∥∥ → 0, as ∆z → 0. The following theorem is valid

Theorem 1. If f is a nz - monogenic mapping in z, then (1) (or 2) is valid.
Vice-versa, if it is nz− differentiable in z and Cauchy Riemann nz - condition (1)
holds, then it is nz - monogenic in z and it holds df

dnz
= (I + n1)

−1A.




